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Sample.pk: A hosting solution for every
website that matters
Have you ever wondered about getting premium web hosting for cheap? Well, individuals that are new
to this business or are looking to get cheap hosting are forced to switch to less reliable solutions. The
problem is that most of the hosting providers that are trustworthy tend to have a very high price tag
with their packages. Moreover, if you opt for a custom plan, it gets even more complicated. So, in this
era, where the internet is ever growing and new websites are being created every minute, sample.pk
have come up with a perfect hosting solution.
Who we are?
Sample.pk is backed by Easyhost which aims at providing reliable, superior, and affordable web hosting.
Whether you are a small business or a giant in the market, the company looks forward to address your
needs. As we talk about web hosting, the focus lies all towards the performance and assuring that the
clients have maximum uptime.
The company’s accolades include 18 awards and 99% customer satisfaction rate. There have been 1850+
wordpress installs and 2700+ registered domains. With all these achievements, and the servers in
Chicago, you are certain to get your hands on some great hosting solution that will be equal to the
giants like GoDaddy and Hostgator, only if not better.
What we provide?
There are numerous services related to hosting that Sample.pk provides to its clients. Starting with the
common yet ever important domain registration to the traditional shared web hosting to the modern
era cloud hosting solution, everything is available for you.
The company helps its clients with wordpress installation and allows them to set up their accounts. The
dedicated servers for hosting are also available if they are your preferred choice. Apart from that, the
advanced solutions that include KVM VPS and OpenVZ VPS are also available to you.
We do provide additional services like SSL certificates. For the individuals that are interested in earning
some additional income, we suggest you to take a look at our affiliate programs. As for resellers, we do
have a lot to offer.
Why us?
For any person who is looking up to a hosting solution, there are certain primary concerns. These
include maximum uptime, fluent running of a website, security, appropriate performance, fast loading,
and appropriate support among many others.

We have a 99.9% uptime and aim to provide you a flawless hosting. We acknowledge how critical it is
for our clients to have their website up and running all the time. That is why we pay close attention to
such matters and maintain our servers with up to date technology.
Also, we have a great team working on the security and take all the necessary measures in assuring that
your website is protected. If there would be any breaches or troubles, our support team will get in touch
with you immediately.
Apart from quality hosting solution, we are also keen on being affordable. We know that a good hosting
is equally important for a new website as well as for an old one and we don’t want you to spend your
money on worthless solutions.
So, browse through sample.pk to get to know more about our hosting services. If you have any query,
feel free to contact our support team. They are always around to help you.

